INTERNATIONAL DIVISION

2005 National Scout Jamboree
International Night
Patrol Scavenger Hunt

“World Brotherhood”

Jamboree troop No. ___________________________  Patrol ___________________________

As a patrol, gather the following items within the time limit set by your troop leaders. Score one point for each item presented.

__ One World Crest Emblem on a Scout uniform shirt, correctly placed above the left uniform pocket, centered between the shoulder seam and top pocket seam.

__ The name, address, country, and signature of one international Scout or leader from another nation.

__ One copy of the pocket information card “World Scouting Opportunities” given out at the international exhibit in the National Exhibits area.

One item that has the “International Hosting” stamp pad emblem that was available at the International Exhibits and at the International Hosting headquarters.

__ One information piece on the world Scout jamboree in 2007.

__ One printed item on the BSA World Friendship Fund.

__ The name, council, jamboree year, country, and signature of a Scout or leader who participated in a previous world jamboree.

__ One item of Scout memorabilia from another nation.

__ One item related to the worldwide Scout Jamboree-on-the-Air (JOTA).

__ One piece of paper with the name of the founder of the World Scout Movement handwritten on it.

__ Total score

(When complete, show all items to your designated troop leader. Return all items to their owners after your patrol effort has been scored.)
Use of Propane Stoves

With the convenience of cooking on gas-fueled stoves comes the responsibility of setting up and operating these stoves safely.

The patrol equipment package that can be purchased from the Supply Division will include two, two-burner camp stoves with the fittings necessary to use the fuel furnished at the jamboree.

We strongly recommend that you acquire this package for your patrols so that you will be assured of having equipment that is compatible with the fuel tanks supplied by the jamboree. Tanks and fuel will be supplied at the jamboree in quantities sufficient for all meal preparation and cleanup. Under no circumstances are you to bring fuel tanks or a fuel supply. If you are traveling by air and plan to camp using a propane stove before or after the jamboree, please note airline restrictions indicated in this guide.

Patrols may bring propane camp stoves other than those in the official patrol equipment package. However, they must be a recognized commercial brand, and they will be checked by jamboree officials. Appropriate fittings and hoses for use with 20-pound tanks must accompany these stoves. Homemade camp stoves or home-rigged stoves may not be used.

Stands are needed for the stoves. There will generally not be room for them to be placed on the standard patrol tables. Important: Hoses from each stove need to be at least three feet in length and each patrol must have a “T” fitting that will allow both stoves to operate simultaneously from the same fuel supply. This fitting is easily attainedable from any propane equipment supplier. All of the above items will be included in the camp stove package being sold by the Supply Division.

In addition, each troop will need several small coils of stove pipe wire, a pair of pliers or side cutters, and an 8-inch crescent wrench. The troop equipment kit available from the Supply Division includes these items.

Prior to the prejamboree training weekend, it is suggested you make two “jamboards” from a 5-foot, 1-by-4-inch pine board to aid in stabilizing the stove stands on the patrol site. Drill six strategically placed ⁷⁄₈-inch holes in each of these boards. They can then be wired to the stands for added stability. (See illustration.) This jambo-rig is designed for the stoves available in the Supply Division package.

Twenty-pound tanks (one for each patrol) will be obtained from the subcamp maintenance and equipment officer on the day your troop arrives at the jamboree site.

The Jambo-Rig

To rig your stoves for maximum stability, set them up back-to-back, and wire a pair of “jam-boards” to the stands.

Wrapping the wire ends around the horizontal shelf support will increase rigidity.